Spherical harmonic-based finite element meshing scheme for modelling current flow within the heart.
The paper describes a spherical harmonic-based finite element scheme for solving Poisson-type equations throughout volumes characterised by irregularly shaped inner and outer surfaces. The inner and outer surfaces are defined by spherical harmonics, and the volume in between these surfaces is divided into nested shells that are weighted averages of the inner and outer surfaces. The resulting mesh comprises hexahedral elements, wherein each hexahedral element is defined by inner and outer shells in the radial direction and divisions in the polar and azimuthal directions. The spacing between shells can be set to any desired value. Similarly, the size of the polar and azimuthal divisions can be specified. A test of the scheme on an anisotropic sphere, meshed with 720 nodes, yielded a relative error of 0.78% on the sphere's surface. As a comparison, a previously published combined finite element/boundary element scheme with a 946-node mesh produced a corresponding error of 3.57%.